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Man’s intervention either through stimulating oil & gas wells (hydraulic
fracturing to improve their permeability) or producing hydrocarbons from
them over time (leading occasionally to subsidence) significantly alters
the stresses present in reservoirs. The changes in stress acting along
naturally occurring fractures within the rock cause shear-slippage which
gives rise to acoustic energy emissions. These AE can be monitored
amongst others with high fidelity downhole borehole seismic arrays and
investigated to locate their apparent source. As the energy released
from these very small (~0 on the Richter scale) earthquakes is of low
amplitude, high frequency (the Earth’s low pass filtering action
permitting) and of short duration, the considerations for receiver array
design and placement to monitor them faithfully are discussed. Over
time an event cloud is produced and this can be displayed as either a
density map or a short video. The events are generally not symmetric
around the borehole as one would like to expect and are not necessarily
contained in the nice sugar coated flat Earth structure models…
MicroSeismic Monitoring can be considered a subset of Earthquake
Monitoring where long records are taken expecting “the Big one”. The
intrinsic 4D aspect of a long term passive permanent or semi-permanent
microseismic monitor provides a unique approach to the dynamics of a
reservoir. Effective hydraulic fracture stimulation and precise well
placement are key factors in the development of fields whose reserves
are contained in low permeability reservoirs. Advances in geophone
technology and borehole seismic modeling has greatly enhanced our
ability to characterize hydraulically induced fractures which in turn has
led to improved fracture stimulation design and economically risk
managed well placement and reservoir drainage.
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Speaker’s Biography
Richard Mongan obtained his BSc in Electronics and Electrical Engineering from Bristol
University, UK, in 1985 and has 20 years experience in the Oil & Gas industry. Richard's
career has included acting as an Observer on Land Seismic crews and working as a Seismic
Well Logging Engineer before coming out of the field into more technical and managerial
positions. These assignments brought him to over 14 countries on 5 continents. Currently
Richard plans and QC’s the processing results of Gulf of Mexico VSP acquisition for Baker
Atlas’ Downhole Seismic Services, advising major and independent customers, and technically
supporting operations in the Americas from the New Orleans Sales Office. His principal
experience is acquiring data with, and designing, downhole seismic receiver arrays and coauthored the (1998) EAGE paper, “Time-Lapse, 9C Combined Borehole & Surface Seismic
Data Acquisition for Reservoir Studies”. Richard has served as the 2003-2004 Southeastern
Geophysical Society Secretary, 2004-2005 Treasurer and has just been elected President for
the 2005-2006 year. He is currently an Active member of the SEG and the SPWLA and his
outside interests include Formula1, NASCAR, Barbecuing, Live Music, Football, Soccer and
Golf (if we were playing Trivial Pursuit I’d say Sport & Drinking).

GPI continues to expand our 3-D database in the Gulf
Coast to include onshore, state waters, along with Federal
shelf and deep water Gulf of Mexico.
Larry Galloway
Phone: 985-727-6720
Email: larry@geopursuit.com
Web: www.geopursuit.com

NEW ORLEANS . 985-727-6720 . 2895 Highway 190, Suite 227 . Mandeville, LA 70471
HOUSTON . 713-529-3000 . 3501 Allen Parkway . Houston, TX 77019
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President’s Corner

Our May Luncheon is our last monthly
meeting before our three-month summer
break. As outgoing President I must first
acknowledge each of you, our membership
and sponsors of the SGS for your continued
strong support. As I have mentioned
before, the strength of the SGS is in its
members, close associates, and sponsors
who actively participate and have
consistently show their support for what the
SGS offers to its members, our profession,
and the overall oil industry. Every SGS
member made this year successful with
good attendance at our monthly luncheons
and at our special events.
I am also indebted to each of the executive
committee members. Their hard work and
strong efforts have made my role as
President an enjoyable and rewarding
experience. The executive committee has
worked hard to ensure that the society
serves its members in the best possible
way. These efforts have provided for the
successful program that we all shared this
past year.
With the SEG Professional Development
Program it was an honor to host
SEG/AAPG Distinguished Lecturers
Heloise Lynn and Greg Partyka and the
SEG/EAGE Distinguished Instructor Dr.
Paul Weimer presenting “Petroleum
Systems of Deepwater Settings”. I would
like to thank Greg Partyka as our April
Luncheon guest speaker who provided a
very interesting presentation and good
understanding of “Spectral Decomposition”.
The Distinguished Lecturer and Instructor

Southeastern Geophysical Society

by Warren Mautz

Short Course have brought together
geophysicists and geologists as well as
students from five local universities into a
common forum, presenting on topics
relevant to both geology and geophysics
disciplines. It will once again be our honor
to host the SEG/EAGE Distinguished
Instructor Short Course on September 22nd,
“Insights and Methods for 4D Reservoir
Monitoring and Characterization” by Dr.
Rodney Calvert. I look forward to this being
a successful event once again as it was this
past fall. In addition I would like to thank
the other great speakers we have had at
our monthly luncheons. The Fairmont Hotel
was a wonderful host, providing an elegant
venue with good service and a great menu.
We are indebted to our newsletter
advertisers for their generous contribution,
which supports its publication, our website,
and the SGS throughout the year. We also
remember the Fall Social at the House of
Blues, our Spring Golf Tournament at
Money Hill, chocolate roses and continued
acknowledgement of the Southeastern
Geophysical Auxiliary at our February 10th
luncheon and our outreach activities such
as Super Science Saturday at the
Children’s Museum. A special
acknowledgement and thanks to the
sponsors of each of these events. This
year’s SEG Annual Meeting in Houston will
be a special event, the SEG’s 75th
Anniversary. However, with the 2006
Annual Meeting being here in New Orleans,
the SGS Executive Committee and many of
you will be directly involved in its planning
and preparation. This will be a unique and
exciting opportunity for each of you to be
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involved in the SEG’s biggest event of
2006.

sending your electronic or print photo to our
editor Tom Watson.

Along with our May luncheon being our last
meeting, it is also our busiest. This is the
last month that our current Executive
Committee members will hold their offices.
Our new Executive Committee officers will
be inducted and assume their duties in
June. As a credit to our Society and
profession it is both with obligation and
honor that we recognize and promote
scholastic excellence as we present the Bill
Blaire and University Scholarship recipients
with their awards. I acknowledge the
generous contributions of our sponsors that
have made our annual scholarship fund
awards a reality once again.

On Thursday, June 9th, we will host our
second annual Geophysical Symposium,
“Geophysical Solutions in Gulf of Mexico
Prospecting”, at the Fairmont Hotel. This
event is intended to bring the geophysical
community from New Orleans and the
surrounding southeastern area together in a
forum to share recent geophysical
developments and solutions. At this time
we are in the process of organizing this
event and strongly encourage you to
participate in presenting your work. Please
indicate your willingness to present and
submit your abstract by emailing Larry
Franceware, larry.franceware@shell.com

I would like once again to mention two
activities that the SGS will be joining in with
NOGS. The first event is just days away on
Monday, May 9th, when we will partner with
NOGS in offering a Spring Technical
Seminar. This seminar will be instructed by
Dr. Bob Hardage titled “The Long and Short
of It: Using 4-C Seismic Data to Image
Super-Deep Targets (the long view) and to
Determine Geomechanical Properties of
Near-Seafloor Strata (the short view)”. This
course will address one of the hottest
trends in the GOM with TCF level reserves;
exploring for deep gas (>20,000’). If you
have not yet registered and would like to
attend the seminar call the NOGS office at
(504) 561-8980.

The American Geophysical Union, AGU,
will host their 2005 Joint Assembly May 2327 at the Morial Convention Center. This is
an international scientific conference that
will be attended by nearly 3,000
geoscientists. This will provide another
unique opportunity for geoscientists from
industry and academic institutions to mix
and exchange ideas. We encourage
SGS/SEG members to join their colleagues
from the AGU at this occasion. Associated
with this will be the Earth and Space
Science Career Forum to be held Sunday,
May 22nd from 1:30pm – 4:30pm. All New
Orleans area high school students,
undergraduate students, their families, and
their teachers are invited to this free event.

The second joint SGS/NOGS activity is the
SGS/NOGS photo directory to be
distributed this fall. While we have had a
great response from many of you in taking
your photo at one of our past luncheons
there are still some whose photos are
lacking. You can always email or mail your
photo or bring a photo of yourself to one of
our luncheons. Please help in making this
photo directory complete by having your
photo taken at our May luncheon or by

I would like to conclude by mentioning once
again that these past nine months that I
have served as President have been an
honor and privilege as well as providing for
a wonderful personal experience. I am
looking forward to the challenges and
excitement of next year as Past President.

Southeastern Geophysical Society

Warren Mautz
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2nd Vice President’s Corner

by Jacob Brown

I would first like to apologize for by
absenteeism again at last month’s meeting. I
hope you all enjoyed Greg Partyka’s talk on
“Spectral Decomposition”. If you see Richard
Fossier around town, please take a moment
and thank him for CGG’s generous
sponsorship for the last luncheon.
Spring has certainly sprung. With all of this
beautiful weather it is certainly hard to stay
focused on work and the Society. As we round
out the year of events we need to be focused
on our next two upcoming events. First on our
list is our monthly technical luncheon on May
12th that will feature Richard Mongan
presenting his talk Characterization of
Hydraulically Induced Fractures
Using Micro Seismic Monitoring Techniques.
As always, the luncheon will be at the
Fairmont Hotel in the Blue Room from 11:15
to 1 PM.
Our final event for this year will be our day
long Symposium to be held June 9th. The
Symposium will feature papers focused on
“Geophysical Solutions in the Gulf of Mexico”.
Papers submitted from last year included
everything from conventional seismic to
borehole geophysics. I am certain that our list
of papers will not disappoint this year as we
are broadening the topic to all possibilities in
oil exploration. If you are interested in
presenting please forward a abstract to either
Warren Mautz, President-SGS at
Warren.Mautz@shell.com or me at
Jbrown9@slb.com The event will be hosted at
The Fairmont Hotel in the University Room.
Details, registration and paper schedules will
be forthcoming. Please check the website for
future information http://www.sgsneworleans.org/

Southeastern Geophysical Society

To wrap up the year’s event in one word can
only be “Rewarding”. I wanted to say “hard” at
first but rewarding is better said. In scheduling,
funding and organizing each event taught me
that each piece contributed back to our
society. I hope that all members took
advantage of all of the opportunities for us to
get together, learn and just have fun. We had
a great year, with great events and we even
helped send a few folks to school. Not bad. It
was certainly a pleasure and honor
volunteering for this society.
Thanks for a great year. I hope to see you all
at the next luncheon and Symposium.

Jacob Brown
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Fostering technical communication among geoscientists in the New Orleans vicinity, the
Geophysical Symposium will feature papers from our local New Orleans Geophysical community
and the greater southeastern region. Subjects regarding all aspects of geophysical technologies
practiced by those engaged in work throughout the gulf coast area will be considered.
Be a part of the solution; submit a paper today to larry.franceware@shell.com.

RENEW YOUR SGS MEMBERSHIP FOR 2005-2006.
SEE PAGE 8 FOR THE APPLICATION FORM
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Insights and Methods for
4D Reservoir Monitoring
and Characterization
by Dr. Rodney Calvert
Shell
Hosted by the Southeastern Geophysical Society

New Orleans – September 22, 2005

Overview
4D can give major returns if applied properly. However, it is still a rapidly evolving technology. Participants in this
one-day course come away with a basic understanding of the issues leading to success and failure and the
methods to ensure success.

Summary
The course will address the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What methods of seismic 4D monitoring are appropriate for different types of fields and production
mechanisms are appropriate for? What questions can 4D answer? Are there any alternatives?
What are the seismic quality requirements and how can we assure they are sufficient? What 3D problems
can we difference away to get good 4D?
There are now more and more options available for seismic acquisition with streamers, OBC, OBS and
down-hole possibilities. How do we make the best choice for quality and price? Some real breakthroughs
are now possible.
What should we measure from our data? What are the important reservoir engineering questions? What
do people mean by "quantitative 4D" and what is possible with petrophysical and reservoir engineering cooperation?
How can we update a reservoir model using 4D data and 4D history matching?
How should we make 4D monitoring an integral part of field development and management? How might
this change our industry?

Participants will be able to take home and use the answers and methods discussed in this course.

Who should attend?
Anyone interested in understanding the methods of 4D and their potential. This course is suitable for managers
who must make the important decisions, for reservoir engineers who want to understand the results, for
seismologists who have to get the results, and for anyone else who would like to learn how to remotely track
subsurface processes in 3D as they happen. Advanced knowledge of seismic theory is not required; this course is
about understanding and practice.
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On Thursday, March 21, the SGA met at Ralph’s on the Park for our Installation Luncheon. Officers
installed for 2005-06 were: Rosemary Austin, President; Glenda Evans, Vice President; Jean
Keese, Secretary; and Ruth Hughson, Treasurer. Warren Mautz, President of SGS, talked to us
about the SEG convention that will be held in New Orleans in 2006. The SGA are excited about
hosting; we’ll all pitch in and help while having a great time.
Anyone wishing to join the Auxiliary can send $15.00 to Ruth Hughson, 716 Moss Lane, River
Ridge 70123. Or, you can call me at 737-9697. We will meet again in September for our kickoff
coffee at Dixie Jeffries’ home in Covington. Have a great summer!
Rosemary

Outgoing President Claire LaPoint
Receiving gift from Rosemary

Luncheon Committee Jean Keese, Ruth Hughson,
Ann Nick, Tee Richard

Officers for 2005-06: Ruth Hughson,
Jean Keese, Glenda Evans, and
Rosemary Austin
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What Do Geoscientists Do?
Geoscientists use their understanding of physics, chemistry, biology and math to investigate the
many systems and processes which shape our Earth and its solar system environment. They are
part of a global community that uses this knowledge to help mankind survive and thrive on our
restless planet.
Come explore the exciting, technology-rich world of modern Earth and Space Science and learn
about the many rewarding career paths available to students interested in studying these
disciplines. Meet some geoscientists and learn why they love their jobs. Attend exhibit booths and
workshops offering useful information on employment opportunities and educational resources. All
New Orleans area high school students, undergraduate students, their families, and their teachers
are invited to this free event.

Earth and Space Science Career Forum
Sunday May 22, 2005: 1:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center
Room R08 (above Exhibit Hall B)
New Orleans, Louisiana

EXTRA OPPORTUNITY:
A unique, “behind the scenes” tour of the Shell Exploration & Production Collaborative Virtual
Equipment (SEPCoVE) 3-D visualization and virtual reality theater is being offered to students
participating in the Career Forum. This free tour will be held on Sunday May 22 from 4:00 PM –
6:00 PM; free transportation between the Morial Convention Center and Shell Headquarters at One
Shell Plaza will be provided.
Space available for this tour is limited; pre-registration is required.

For more information, or to pre-register for the tour, please contact:
Dr. Jill Karsten, AGU (Phone: 1-800-966-2481 ext. 508; Email: jkarsten@agu.org).

Are YOU Earth Bound?
The Earth and Space Science Career Forum is being sponsored by the Shell Exploration & Production Company and the American
Geophysical Union, with additional support from the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research. This program is being held in
conjunction with the 2005 Joint Assembly, an international scientific conference being held at the Morial Convention Center May 2327, 2005 and attended by nearly 3,000 geoscientists.
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Calendar of Events
•
•
•
•
•

May 9.................................................................NOGS Luncheon – Fairmont Hotel
May 9....................................NOGS/SGS Spring Technical Seminar – Murphy E&P
May 13………………........... SWLGS Annual Golf Tournament – Acadian Hills CC
May 12………………..……………..……………… SGS Luncheon – Fairmont Hotel
May 23-27....................................AGU Spring Meeting – Morial Convention Center

•
•
•
•

June 6.................................................................NOGS Luncheon – Fairmont Hotel
June 9...............................New Orleans Geophysical Symposium – Fairmont Hotel
June 13-17............................67th EAGE Conference and Exhibition – Madrid Spain
June 19-22.........................................................AAPG Annual Convention - Calgary
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ALBERT P. BROWN, P.G.
Geophysical Consultant
Texas Board Certified Licensed Professional
Geoscientist

Depth Imaging / Signal Enhancement
(504) 561-8690
cell:(504) 296-8877
brownap1@bellsouth.net

Chevron U.S.A. Production
Company
Gulf of Mexico Shelf Business Unit
Gulf of Mexico Deepwater Business Unit
935 Gravier St., New Orleans, LA 70112
(504) 592-6000
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American Geophysical Union, AGU, Joint Assembly Spring Meeting
Announcement - May 23-27, New Orleans
The following announcement is from a column found in the December SEG Publication,
‘The Leading Edge’ page 1220, on behalf of SEG President-Elect, Terry Young, and
colleague, Roel Snieder, a Fellow of AGU who is helping organize the joint AGU-SEG
assembly in New Orleans.
As the Society of Exploration Geophysicists maintains its strength in petroleum
geophysics while cultivating interests in other important applications, there is synergy to
be gained by teaming up with other professional societies to explore topics of mutual
interest. At the Spring Meeting of the American Geophysical Union (AGU) last May, a
very successful focus on near-surface geophysics resulted from the collaborative efforts of
SEG, AGU, EEGS (Environmental and Engineering Geophysical Society), and the Near
Surface Geosciences Division of EAGE (European Assoc. of Geoscientists and
Engineers). In the 2005 Spring Meeting of the AGU, May 23-27 in New Orleans, there will
be a joint assembly sponsored by SEG and AGU, providing another unique opportunity
for geoscientists from industry and academic institutions to mix and exchange ideas. The
program committee for this meeting has put together several sessions of interest both for
AGU and SEG members.
The seismology program includes sessions on induced seismicity, monitoring fluid flow in
and around fault zones, new advances in seismic imaging and seismic inversion, longrange seismic acquisition, and the integration of rock property modeling and seismic
response measurements. The tectonophysics program includes sessions on fluid flow
and slope stability in the Gulf of Mexico, the integration of rock properties and seismic
response measurements, and exploration geodynamics. The sections on near-surface
geophysics include high resolution imaging, archaeological geophysics, geologic hazards,
geophysical inverse problems and imaging the top of shallow salt domes.
This promises to be an exciting meeting that will bring together the AGU and SEG
membership at a location that is convenient for many SEG members. We encourage SEG
members to join their colleagues from the AGU at this occasion.
More information about the meeting can be obtained on the Web at
http://www.agu.org/meetings/sm05
Terry Young, SEG President-Elect
Roel Snieder, Fellow of the AGU
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P. O. Box 57141
New Orleans, LA 70157
Web address: www.sgs-neworleans.org
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SGA Officers
President- Claire La Pointe
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Secretary – Jean Keese
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